
HEMP	SEED	WHOLE AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	4	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S231

CHIA	SEED	WHOLE AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S232

FLAX	SEED	WHOLE AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE		S233

COCOA	POWDER	DUTCH AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE		(5	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	L614

JR	MAD'S	MADGIC	FISH	BREADING AVAILABLE	IN	(8	OZ)-retail	line

					ITEM	CODE	PZ914S

AVAILABLE	IN	(1	LB	8	OZ)-retail	line

					ITEM	CODE	PZ914

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(8	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	L914

AVAILABLE	IN	BULK	(30	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	B914

PAPRIKA,	SMOKED	SPANISH AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	S331

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(5	LB)

					ITEMS	CODE	L331

KIMCHI	POWDER-SALTLESS AVAILABLE	IN

					ITEM	CODE

RICE	RUB	(CILANTRO	&	TOMATO) AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE

					ITEM	CODE	L453

CHIPOLTE	POWDER AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S125

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(5	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	L125

GUAJILLO	CHILI	PEPPER	GROUND AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S124

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(5	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	L124

ANCHO	CHILI	PEPPER	GROUND AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S127

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(7	LB)
					ITEM	CODE	L127

MARION	KAY	SPICES
	AND	RESTAURANT	NEEDS	FROM

																					INTRODUCING	THE	NEWEST	PRODUCTS	FOR	YOUR	FOODSERVICE

Hemp seeds are the world's best source of 
insoluble fiber and vegetable protein

Kimchi Powder-Saltless is a beautiful blend 
that gets it done, best on the market  and 
is Salt FREE

Chia seeds are loaded with beneficial 
nutrients for the body and brain and are 
among the healthiest foods on the planet

Flax seeds have been around for centuries 
and has shown evidence in helping to 
reduce heart disease and diabetes

…Madgic Fish Breading is so good you'll be 
mad you never tried it earlier.  Roll wet fish 
in breading until covered.  Deep fry or pan 
fry in hot oil until golden brown.  For 
variety, use Madgic Fish Breading on 
chicken, pork, potatoes and vegetables.

Dutch-process cocoa is frequently used in 
recipes with baking powder, as it doesn’t 
react to baking soda like natural cocoa does

Rice Rub is used to add great flavor to rice, 
pasta, vegetables, beans, soups, meats and 
stews. It enhances any food

Smoked Spanish Paprika is naturally smoked 
over oak fires. It has a smoky flavor and 
beautiful color 

Chipotle Powder is pure, authentic and 
BOLD

Guajillo Pepper has a fruity flavor with a 
spicy side and is used in Mexican cooking to 
make sauces. 

Ground Ancho Chili Pepper is known by its 
mild heat,  fruity sweetness and red coloring



LAVENDER	FLOWERS AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(1	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	L525

ITALIAN	SEASONING AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S411

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(2	LB)
					ITEM	CODE	L411

BAM!	SEASONING AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(6	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	S924

BEEF	MADGIC AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(2	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	S934

BLACKENED	SEASONING AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	10	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S916

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(6	LB	8	OZ)
					ITEM	CODE	L916

CANADIAN	STEAK	SEASONING AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(2	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	S926

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(8	LB)
					ITEM	CODE	L926

GARLIC	MADGIC AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(2	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	S930

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(8	LB)
					ITEM	CODE	L930

GREEK	SEASONING AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	12	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S928

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(7	LB)
					ITEM	CODE	L928

MAD	BEAU	SEASONING AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(2	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	S933

BAM! Is the one seasoning that will add ZING 
to anything! A taste of Creole so tantalizing 
your taste buds can't resist. Excellent on 
the grill

Italian Seasoning is used to enhance the 
flavor of any traditional Italian dish. Sprinkle 
over pizza.   This seasoning can be used if 
on a no sodium diet.

Blackened Seasoning's unique flavor adds 
ZING to Cheese dips, sauces, meats, 
poultry, meat loaf and eggs. 

Canadian Steak Seasoning is a wonderful 
taste of the North.  Use on all beef 
products.  Rub seasoning on prior to 
cooking to seal in the natural juices.  Be 
creative.  Great for grilling, frying or baking

Garlic Madgic is a zestful blend of garlic and 
spices.  Use in place of pure garlic in recipes 
for added flavor.  So move over garlic! 
There's a new blend in town!

Greek Seasoning has a unique savory flavor.  
This spice blend penetrates the meat.  
Sprinkle or rub on meat 3 minutes prior to 
cooking to seal in the juices.  You will love 
this award winning seasoning. Great grilled, 
baked or broiled

Mad Beau Seasoning is our version of Beau 
Monde Seasoning.  Ours has more zip, more 
flavor and more BEAU…if you will.  Try it in 
salads, dips, sauces, vegetable dishes, 
soups, dressings, and glazes

Beef Madgic is a fantastic seasoning with a 
built-in au jus flavor.  It is perfect for all 
your beef dishes, soups, dips, au jus and 
sauces

Lavender Flowers are a member of the mint 
family and is close to Rosemary, Sage and 
Thyme.  It can be used in salads.



MESQUITE	GRILL	 AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(2	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	S927

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(8	LB)
					ITEM	CODE	L927

PEPPER	MADGIC AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	4	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S931

SEAFOOD	GRILL AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S922

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(6	LB	8	OZ)
					ITEM	CODE	L922

STEAK	SEASONING AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(2	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	S925

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(8	LB)
					ITEM	CODE	L925

VEGETABLE	GRILLE AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	4	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S923

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(6	LB)
					ITEM	CODE	L923

BLOODY	MARY	SEASONING	MIX AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1.5	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	S907

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(6	LB)
					ITEM	CODE	L907

JERKY	MARINADE AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S915

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(4	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	L915

HUSH	PUPPY	MIX AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S920

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(7	LB)
					ITEM	CODE	L920

PIZZA	SAUCE	SEASONING AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S912

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(6	LB)

					ITEM	CODE	L912

Pepper Madgic is a blend of only the finest 
quality peppers that is only for the bold and 
the daring! It's hot, zestful, aromatic, 
appetizing and unique

Seafood Grill is the perfect combo of herbs 
and spices for all of your grilled or baked 
seafood.  Sprinkle on shrimp, fish, scallops 
and soups.  Use to marinate kabobs, meat 
and poultry.  Excellent on the grill.  
Scrumptious on baked potatoes

Steak Seasoning gives fantastic flavor to 
steaks.  This superb blend seals in the 
natural juices of prime rib, steaks, burgers 
and ribs.  You'll never use anything else!

Vegetable Grille is the perfect combo of 
herbs and spices for all your baked, grilled, 
steamed or fresh vegetables. Sprinkle 
Vegetable Grille in foods from soups to 
salads and from french fries to baked 
potatoes.  Use to marinate kabobs.

Bloody Mary Seasoning is a spicy mix not 
intended for the meek or mild….better than 
your traditional mixes.  For variety…use in 
stews, soups,  casseroles or sprinkle on 
chicken, beef and pork. Use 3 Tablespoons 
to 48 oz can tomato juice

Our Jerky Marinade is excellent for beef, 
venison, elk, moose or caribou

Mesquite Grille tenders and seasons with a 
zesty southwest flavor.  This versatile 
seasoning stands on its own.  Either grilled, 
baked or broiled, your creative dishes will 
pack a wallop!

Hush Puppy Mix has an awesome taste that 
will hush all critics.  For variety, add chives, 
green pepper, corn, crushed red or jalapeno 
pepper

Pizza Sauce Seasoning is perfect for 
pizza…you will never buy those bland store 
brands again



SALSA	SEASONING AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S901

TACO	SEASONING AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	8	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S913

AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(6	LB)
					ITEM	CODE	L913

MILLION	DOLLAR	SEASONING	SAUCE AVAILABLE	IN	LARGE	(GALLON)

					ITEM	CODE	L906

CHILI	CON	LIMON AVAILABLE	IN	SMALL	(1	LB	4	OZ)

					ITEM	CODE	S1220

Chili Con Limon is a zesty blend of pure chili 
pepper and citris. Use it to enhance fruits, 
vegetables and meats

Million Dollar Seasoning Sauce is an exciting 
new flavor.  Guaranteed to satisfy, this full 
flavored sauce is very versatile.  Use to 
marinate beef, pork, chicken, lamb, veal and 
fish.  Use as a steak sauce, stir fry or au jus.  
Use on sandwiches, in gravies, dips, soups 
or beans.  Whether on the grill, oven or 
stove, we know you will love this zesty 
seasoning sauce.

Salsa Seasoning has a crisp, authentic taste, 
and is easy to use. Serve with tortilla chips.  
For a variety, mix with melted cheese, 
refried beans or your favorite Mexican dish

Taco Seasoning is a creative blend with 
more zip than others…use with any Mexican 
dish recipe.  For variety, add chopped onion 
or chopped green pepper


